Lincoln town car air suspension repair

Should the rear airbags deflate after I turn off engine? I recently changed the rear shocks and
now the rear end drops when I turn the engine off. Pumps up when I start, and there seems to
be no leaks cause the pump turns off and I don't hear it going off and on while driving. The
automatic levelier turns on air the only thing that their I'd a leak in one bag sometimes you not
hear it but if car pumps them up then you some how got a leak in bag. Bob answered 6 years
ago. I have a Mercury Marauder with the exact same air ride system. The bags should stay
pumped up. If the bags are deflating you have a leak somewhere. My air pump briefly comes on
in the morning for a few seconds and that could be due to the lower air temperature in the bags
in the early AM. Colder air will have less pressure in a given volume than warmer air. Well,
before I changed the shocks, the rear stayed pumped up even after turning off ignition. Now
they pump up when I start, they stay pumped up while driving, I dont think theres a leak
because I would hear and feel it when the compressor is running. Only when I turn off the
ignition do the bags deflate. I wonder if you have a leak or a bad air bag solenoid? My Mercury
stays pumped up. If the bags go down when you turn key off then you have a leak or your pump
supposed to turn on and pump them up and if does after about two three days parked the
battery goes dead so you have leak when you jacked up car if not turn off air you could have
damaged bags. Yeah, I guess its a leak, instead of turning ignition off, Ieft it on accesories and
saw that it released the air about halfways and then it held for a while even after turning keys all
the way and removing them. I guess its a slow leak overnight cause by morning its all the way
down. Thanks for your help!!! The leveler is adjustable by slightly physically moving it, but if the
car pumps up and bleeds off later the problem is NOT the leveler. Roddy answered 3 years ago.
I'm wanting to get rid of the suspension in the back of my Lincoln Town car Can I put another
air suspension that doesn't go out like a crown Vic? GuruYL answered 2 years ago. Sure,
Roddy. Pull the bags out and replace them with coil springs from your auto parts store. Simple
job Pumps up when I start, and there seems to be no lea Replaced height sensor and air
compressor. Relays, fuses, and trunk switch ok. Why doesn't air suspension work? Immaculate
Town car,it all works except for rear suspension. Will only stay up for a few hours after
replacing 30 amp fuse. The fuse blows all the time. Repair air bags? Replace suspension?
Anyone with a schematic for the Rear Air Suspension system. That would be great! I have a
different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. Rear suspension. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your
Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Lincoln Town Car
question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Lincoln
Town Car Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For
Sale. Used Cars For Sale. Worried about potential repair costs? An extended warranty can
provide peace of mind. See our lemon odds and nada odds page to see vehicles with no repairs
or vehicles with more than three repairs. To see how frequently Lincoln Town Car problems
occur, check out our car reliability stats. All years. Town Car. Lincoln Town Car repairs by
problem area. Lincoln Town Car suspension repair cost distribution. See most expensive
repairs Worried about potential repair costs? Chart based on 26 repair trips. The repair cost
chart excludes repairs made under warranty, do-it-yourself repairs, and repair trips that include
maintenance. Refill and bleed steering system. Switch replaced and fluid added to system.
Replaced upper suspension control arm with ball joint included, both sides, with MOOG brand
parts. Air shocks surprisingly were fine. Lincoln blogs indicated to keep OEM air shocks if
possible, as replacements ride a tad harsher. It is an encased part so we ordered that part and
had it installed. Needed replacing--was covered partially by an extended maintenance contract.
Mechanic replaced bags hoping compressor would last. New bags ruptured after compressor
failed as a result of working overtime to keep old bags inflated. NOTE: If bags go, get
compressor replaced at same time. See TrueDelta's information for all Sedans. See TrueDelta's
information for all Lincoln models. Lincoln Town Car Suspension Problems See our lemon odds
and nada odds page to see vehicles with no repairs or vehicles with more than three repairs.
Leaking power steering fluid fron power steering pressure switch. Easy fix. Replace power
steering pressure switch. Power steering pressure switch leaked causing a loss of steering
assist. Rubber boot on upper ball joint cracked and crumbled, both sides. Air suspension air
compressor needed to be replaced. Also identified front stabilizer bushings needing
replacement. Wheel bearing making noise on passenger side. Steering rack right side was
leaking. Replaced upper and lower ball joints, tie rods, and performed alignment. Air bags had
small leak. It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of these buttons!
Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service
Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. March edited March in Lincoln. My

wife came home from church with our 94 Towncar looking like a low rider in the rear. Both sides
in the rear were equally low. But the car looked the same when they brought it around to me. I
left it there and now they're telling me it's the compressor. Questions: 1 Does each airbag have
a compressor or does one serve both rear airbags? March One compressor, two air bags. Your
problem could have been as simple as a hole in the line. That could overwork the compressor
and also cause it to fail. Or you may be right, it could have been the compressor all along.
Usually, they don't go out together. That would be a real long shot, unless the failing bags or
line overheated the compressor over some time. You would think the guy would have checked
to see the compressor was working before replacing the bags. They did turn the compressor
back on with the switch in the trunk, didn't they?????? There may be a difference in the
compressors for an air ride system and an auto leveling system. I used to have a TC with the
auto leveling system. The bladders on the shocks went bad and I noticed the compressor would
run for about 5 minutes and shut off automatically. I would think the air ride system would have
the same feature, but maybe not. I can see where bad bags or a hole in a line would overheat the
compressor and burn it up, but I'd look for a circuit breaker or fuse that could be tripped or
blown, or a switch like "nav The switch in the trunk was on when i went to pick up the car and
found it in the same low rider position i left it in when i dropped it off to the repair shop. I flipped
it back and forth and heard nothing like a compressor kicking on. I agree that the shop should
have checked out the compressor first or at least have made sure the bags inflated after they
replaced them. What's the chance that the compressor worked after the bags were replaced and
then failed immediately afterward, and then the bags deflating completely by the time I picked
up the car the next day? I agree, I think that's a long shot. Does anyone have an answer to the
following question: If the bags are inflated totally and then the compressor fails, how long
would it take for the bags to deflate with the car just sitting there? Mine wouldn't. At least not
over the course of a couple of days. The only times my compressor ever ran was when I loaded
some weight into the rear of the car or it sat for 3 or 4 days. Common sense tells me there
should be a check valve to prevent the bags from deflating while parked. This whole episode
doesn't make sense to me. You're right, once the new bags were inflated, how could they have
deflated over night without a problem not related to the compressor. The compressor shouldn't
come into place here. But my warranty company paid for a new compressor, and now the
dealership says the car is fine. I think somebody's screwing somebody here. I think my warranty
company and myself are the screwees and the dealership is a real screwer. Do you think I
should take this to the manager of the dealership? I don't know who you've talked to, but if you
haven't, I'd talk to the service manager of the garage and work your way up. I take it the airbags
are considered normal wear and tear items? My car has about k so I guess thats about right. He
also said it's possible for the compressor to go up at or around the same time because if the
bags had been leaking for a while it would make the compressor work a lot more. I had been
noticing it running from time to time and maybe it's possible that it did need replacing or was
due to be replaced. But the thing that still has me puzzled is how the car could have lost all the
air out of the new air bags after they were installed and according to the dealership was ready to
be picked up. Unless, it was due to a bad check valve, which they say it wasn't. I wonder if it
could have been due to a problem with the installation of the new air bags, causing them to
loose air fast enough, but slow enough to keep the compressor working overtime until it failed.
They replaced the compressor now, and maybe they corrected whatever installation problems
they initially caused with the air bags. I'm trying to figure this out and that's the only thing I can
come up with outside of the possibility that they're just trying to make money by charging for
air bags and a compressor when maybe all it was, was a check valve. I've asked for the old bags
back, and I guess i should ask for the old compressor too. At 97, mine started to whine and it
was discovered the factory lubricant had turned to foam. The compressor on my 94 has been
known to run a few seconds while the car is sitting in the garage. Key not even in the ignition.
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